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Biomedical Named Entity Recognition

• Named-entity recognition (NER): a subtask of information extraction 
(IE) that seeks to locate and classify named entities in text into pre-
defined categories
• Example:
• [Nicotine]Chemical inhibits apoptosis by [chemotherapeutic drugs]Drug by 

up-regulating [XIAP]Gene and [survivin]Gene.
• Challenges on recognizing new entity types without human annotation:
• Domain-specific types (e.g., biological processes, animal models)
• Emerging new concepts (e.g., COVID-19)
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Related Work

• Supervised machine learning models
• Rely on human effort for training data annotation
• Lead to highly specialized systems that cannot be directly used to recognize 

new types of entities
• Distantly-supervised models
• Dictionary matching + distant training
• Most dictionaries contain accurate entity names, but have limited coverage, 

such as missing abbreviations, aliases names, and colloquial names
• A significant gap of performance comparing with human supervision
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PatNER: Pattern-enhanced Named Entity 
Recognition with Distant Supervision
• Observation:
• Biomedical entities have strong naming principals (entity-level patterns).

• Contributions:
• A data-driven NER approach, PATNER, is proposed, with distant supervision 

from user-input dictionaries. 
• An automatic dictionary expansion method is developed that mines the entity 

naming principles from dictionaries and is applied to enhance the distant 
supervision. 
• PATNER achieves the best performance using only dictionaries with no 

additional human effort compared with the NER methods trained on human 
supervision. 
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PATNER Framework

• Data Preparation 
• Distant Label Generation:
• Pattern Extraction
• Dictionary Expansion

• Neural Model
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PATNER: Data Preparation 

• Corpus-aware dictionary tailoring:
• Remove the entities in the dictionary whose canonical name has never 

appeared in the raw corpus to reduce the false-positive labels by alias 
matching 

• Candidate entity extraction:
• The state-of-the-art distantly supervised phrase mining method, 

AUTOPHRASE, is used with the corpus and dictionary given as the input. 
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PATNER: Dictionary Pattern Extraction

• Some dictionary preprocessing is conducted to increase pattern coverage.
• All the entities in the dictionary are normalized to lowercase. 
• The digits like ‘1’, ‘2’, ‘3’, ‘I’, ‘II’, and the digit combinations like “1,25-”, “1-2-” are 

normalized to a special token “DIGIT”. 
• The letter characters like ‘a’, ‘b’, ‘c’, ‘x’, ‘y’, ‘z’, “alpha”, “gamma” and the 

corresponding letter combinations are normalized to a special token “LETTER”. 
• All the non-alphanumeric characters are changed to underscores.
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We summarize our major contributions as follows.
• A novel data-driven approach, PATNER, is proposed,

that automatically mines and types named entities from
unlabeled corpora with distant supervision from user-
input dictionaries.

• An automatic dictionary expansion method is developed
that mines the entity naming principles from dictionaries
and is applied to enhance the distant supervision.

• A fuzzy NER neural model is proposed to incorporate
the uncertainty of the dictionary expansion results.

• Experiments on three benchmark datasets demonstrate
that PATNER achieves the best performance.

• The proposed PATNER method using distant supervision
achieves better performance compared with the NER
method using human supervision, showing the potential
of dictionary-based distant supervision in the NER tasks.

II. RELATED WORK

As an important task in natural language processing, named
entity recognition (NER) has been studied for decades. Taken
expert-curated training data, early techniques explore hand-
crafted features, using methods like hidden Markov models
(HMMs) [22], [23] and conditional random fields (CRFs) [10],
[12]. In recent years, deep learning models, such as recurrent
neural networks (RNNs), have been widely applied to NER,
achieving state-of-the-art results [1], [5], [7], [9], [11], [21].

Aiming to reduce expensive human labor, distant super-
vision attracts recent attention especially in more specific
domains. The major research effort in the distantly supervised
NER task lies in how to better utilize entity information in
dictionaries or knowledge bases. In the general domain, Ren et
al. [14]–[17] link mentions to knowledge base and use linked
entities to infer the types of unlinked ones using label prop-
agation on heterogeneous graphs. Distant-LSTM-CRF [4] has
been proposed for the extraction of aspect terms, a task closely
related to NER. In the biomedical domain, there are also NER
designs for the distant supervision setting [3], [19]. SwellShark
[3], specifically designed for biomedical NER, leverages a
generative model to unify and model noise across different
supervision sources for named entity typing. However, it leaves
the named entity span detection to a heuristic combination
of dictionary matching and part-of-speech tag-based regular
expressions, which requires extensive expert effort to cover
many special cases.

The most related work to the proposed PATNER is AU-
TONER [19] that uses a “tie-or-break” tagging scheme to
leverage distant supervision from entity dictionaries. Compar-
ing with traditional “IOBES” tagging scheme, “tie-or-break”
tagging scheme can reduce the effects of false negative issue
brought by the low recall of dictionary, and thus achieves better
performance. However, comparing with human supervision,
there is still a significant gap in performance, due to the
low recall of dictionaries. The proposed PATNER addresses
this issue by mining patterns (i.e., entity naming principles)
to enhance the distant supervision. A fuzzy NER model is

developed by revising the neural model to incorporate the
uncertainty in dictionary expansion.

III. METHOD

In this section, we introduce two methods for automatic
dictionary expansion by mining entity naming principles from
dictionary. We also introduce a fuzzy NER neural model that
incorporates the uncertainty of the dictionary expansion.

A. Data Preparation

PATNER takes a raw corpus and a domain-specific dictio-
nary as the input. The dictionary can be collected from public
databases. The corpus-aware dictionary is firstly tailored the
same as [19]. We remove the entities in the dictionary whose
canonical name has never appeared in the raw corpus to reduce
the false-positive labels by alias matching. Then we extract
a list of high-quality phrases as the candidate entities for
dictionary expansion. We utilize the state-of-the-art distantly
supervised phrase mining method, AUTOPHRASE [18], with
the corpus and dictionary given as the input.

B. Dictionary Expansion

In order to improve the recall of dictionaries, we introduce
the dictionary expansion methods.
Pattern Extraction. We use frequent pattern mining to extract
sub-word and sub-phrase patterns as naming principles from
the tailored input dictionary. Some dictionary preprocessing is
conducted to increase pattern coverage. All the entities in the
dictionary are normalized to lowercase. The digits like ‘1’, ‘2’,
‘3’, ‘I’, ‘II’, and the digit combinations like “1,25-”, “1-2-” are
normalized to a special token “DIGIT”. Similarly, the letter
characters like ‘a’, ‘b’, ‘c’, ‘x’, ‘y’, ‘z’, “alpha”, “gamma”
and the corresponding letter combinations are normalized to a
special token “LETTER”. All the non-alphanumeric characters
are changed to underscores. Some examples of the dictionary
preprocessing results are shown in Table I.

TABLE I
EXAMPLES OF DICTIONARY PREPROCESSING.

Before pre-processing After Preprocessing
visual field defects visual field defects
(R)-alphamethylhistamine LETTER methylhistamine
1,25-dihydroxyvitamin DIGIT dihydroxyvitamin

We conduct frequent continuous sequential pattern miming
to extract two types of patterns from the dictionary: character
patterns and word patterns. The character patterns are sub-
word patterns mined from all the word tokens in the dictionary.
The word patterns are the sub-phrase patterns mined from all
the n-gram phrases in the dictionary. In our experiments, the
minimum supports are set to 6 and 2 for the character and
word patterns, respectively. The maximum length is set to 10

and 6 for the character and word patterns, respectively. We
further conduct a closed pattern filtering to remove the less-
informative short patterns. The ratio between each pattern and
its sub-patterns is set to be 0.9 for the closed pattern filtering.



PATNER: Dictionary Pattern Extraction

• Two types of patterns from the dictionary: character patterns and 
word patterns. 
• Frequent continuous sequential pattern miming:
• Minimum supports are set to 6 and 2 for the character and word patterns, 

respectively.
• The maximum length is set to 10 and 6 for the character and word patterns, 

respectively. 

• Closed pattern filtering:
• The ratio between each pattern and its sub-patterns is set to be 0.9 for the 

closed pattern filtering. 
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PATNER: Dictionary Expansion
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Fig. 1. Bipartite graph of the entities and extracted patterns.

The sub-word and sub-phrase patterns can then be used
to discover new entity names in the candidate list of high-
quality phrases. The basic principle is that the candidates
following the naming principles mined from the entities in
the dictionary should have a high probability to be an entity
name of the corresponding type (e.g., if a candidate contains
“disorder”, then this candidate is likely to be a disease name).
Based on this principle, we propose two methods to expand
the dictionaries by the phrases in the candidate list: a simple
iterative expansion and GMM-based Expansion.
Iterative Expansion. The first method is to treat the dictionary
expansion as a discriminating process. Let P denote the set of
patterns extracted by the previous step; E

d

denote the set of
entities in the dictionary; E

c

denote the set of phrases in the
candidate list; T

e

denote the set of entity types (e.g., Disease);
and T

p

denote the set of pattern types (i.e., character and word
patterns). The relations between the entities, patterns and types
are shown in Fig. 1. The iterative expansion consists of two
major steps: pattern scoring and phrase scoring.

During pattern scoring, each pattern and pattern type is
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demotes the pattern type of pattern p. (Fig. 1)
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Algorithm 1 Iterative Expansion
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5: Calculate the pattern score ⇢ using Eq. 1.
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where n(e
c

) denotes the number of tokens of entity e
c

; and k
an entity length normalization constant. We choose k = 2 in
our experiments.

The iterative expansion process starts with one round of
pattern scoring and phrase scoring. After phrase scoring, we
rank the phrases by their scores and select the top phrases by
a threshold of 0.001 to be added into the dictionary. Then we
repeat the pattern scoring and phrase scoring until no phrases
can be further added into the dictionary. The dictionary so
expanded is used by our methods Dictionary+Expansion and
AUTONER+Expansion. The iterative expansion is performed
for each entity type independently. Thus one phrase can be
expanded into the dictionary with multiple entity types. The
algorithm flow is shown in Algorithm 1.

GMM-based Expansion. The second method is to treat the
dictionary expansion as a generative process. The intuition
is to treat the candidate phrases as a mixture of dictionary
entities and some random phrases. The empirical dictionary
distribution can be directly calculated from the dictionary
entities. We use the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm
to infer the random phrase distribution. Then we can have the
probability of each candidate phrase being in the dictionary
distribution. An advantage of using a generative model is that
we can label the expanded dictionary entities as a probability
distribution and incorporate this distribution into the loss
function of the neural models during training.

Similar to the iterative expansion, we first conduct one
round of pattern scoring. Then we calculate the phrase scores
of all the entities in the dictionaries and all the phrases in the
candidate list. The empirical dictionary distribution N (µ1,�
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PATNER: Dictionary Expansion

• Treat the candidate entities as a mixture of dictionary entities and random phrases. 
• Label the candidate entities as a probability distribution.
• Incorporate this label uncertainty into the neural model training. 

• Process:
• Start with one round of pattern scoring. 
• Calculate the phrase scores of all the entities in the dictionaries and all the phrases in the 

candidate list. 
• Calculate the empirical dictionary distribution from the entity scores in the dictionary. 
• E-step: calculate an assignment matrix.
• M-step: re-calculate the parameters of the random phrase distribution.
• The E-M algorithm converges when the change of the KL divergence is smaller than a threshold. 

• Two ways to utilize the probabilities from the E-M algorithm. 
• Select all the candidate phrases with dictionary probability > 0.5 to be added into the dictionary. 
• Label each phrase as a probability distribution across all the entity types. 
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PATNER: Neural Model
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Fig. 2. Illustration of PATNER neural model.

label of Break or Tie. A BiLSTM layer is utilized to encode
the character and word embeddings to predict whether the
connection y

i

between tokens w
i�1 and w
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is Break. Then
the output of the BiLSTM layer will be concatenated as one
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and fed into a Sigmoid layer,
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where l(·, ·) is the logistic loss.
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For the other two neural methods AUTONER+Expansion
and AUTONER+GMM, for each expanded phrase, the neural
model will give equal probability to all its possible entity
types. Given a new sentence, the neural model will first
detect which tokens should be tied together as an entity and
then predict the type of the candidate entities. The parameter
settings are the same as [19] in our experiments.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

We evaluate the performance of PATNER in both biomed-
ical and general domains. We compare the performance of
PATNER with the supervised benchmark and the state-of-
the-art distantly supervised NER models on three benchmark
datasets. We also compare the performance of PATNER with

the state-of-the-art distantly supervised NER models on sev-
eral new entity types (e.g., biological process) where human
annotation is not available. We further investigate the effects of
corpus size and dictionary size in PATNER. The results clearly
demonstrate the power of PATNER in various applications.

A. Experiment Setup

Datasets. The datasets and dictionaries used in our experi-
ments are summarized in Table II. Three benchmark datasets
(BC5CDR, NCBI-disease and LaptopReview) are used for
quantitative study. Two datasets (PubMed and Yelp) without
human annotation are used for case study.

• BC5CDR [8] is a benchmark dataset released in the
BioCreative V Chemical Disease Relation task. It con-
tains 1,500 articles with 15,935 Chemical and 12,852
Disease entity mentions. The whole corpus is divided
into three parts, each having 500 articles, for training,
development and testing.

• NCBI-Disease [2] is a benchmark dataset for disease
entity recognition and normalization. The corpus contains
793 abstracts with 6,881 Disease entities, and it is sepa-
rated into three subsets: training (593), development (100)
and testing (100).

• LaptopReview [4] is from the SemEval 2014 Challenge,
Task 4 Subtask 1, focusing on laptop Aspect Term
(e.g., disk drive) Recognition. It consists of 3,845 review
sentences and 3,012 AspectTerm mentions.

• PubMed 3M is collected as a subset of the PubMed1

abstracts of biomedical literature. It consists of 19,204
unlabeled sentences.

• Yelp 3M is collected as a subset of the Yelp2 review
dataset. It consists of 39,924 unlabeled sentences.

The three benchmark datasets (BC5CDR, NCBI-disease
and LaptopReview) are publicly available. In addition to the
benchmark datasets, we collect two other datasets in the
biomedical domain (PubMed) and the general domain (Yelp),
respectively, as a case study for new entity type recognition.
We use the same data splitting as in [19] for the benchmark
datasets. For supervised method, the training and development
sets are used for training. For distantly supervised methods,
the entire corpus without human annotation is used as the raw
input corpus.

1https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/
2https://www.yelp.com/dataset
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• Tie-or-Break Schema. Tie: two tokens belong to the same entity; Unknown: at 
least one of the two tokens belong to an unmatched phrase; Break: otherwise.
• NER in two steps: (1) entity span detection, (3) entity type detection.



Experiments on Benchmark Datasets
TABLE III

[BIOMEDICAL DOMAIN] NER PERFORMANCE COMPARISON. OUR METHODS ARE MARKED IN BOLD.

Method Human Effort BC5CDR NCBI-Disease
Prec Rec F1 Prec Rec F1

BiLSTM-CRFs [31] Gold Annotations 88.84 85.16 86.96 86.11 85.49 85.80
BioBERT [9] 90.45 90.86 90.65 89.04 89.69 89.36

SwellShark [5] Regex Design + Special Case 86.11 82.39 84.21 81.6 80.1 80.8
Regex Design 84.98 83.49 84.23 64.7 69.7 67.1

Dictionary-Match [26] None 93.93 58.35 71.98 90.59 56.15 69.32
PATNER (w/o neural model) 91.95 76.37 83.44 92.86 84.06 88.24

Fuzzy-LSTM-CRF [26]

None

88.27 76.75 82.11 79.85 67.71 73.28
AUTONER [26] 88.96 81.00 84.79 79.42 71.98 75.52

PATNER (w/o fuzzy label) 90.61 88.51 89.55 91.48 91.67 91.57
PATNER 90.92 89.69 90.31 92.54 91.77 92.15

TABLE IV
[TECHNICAL REVIEW] NER PERFORMANCE COMPARISON. OUR

METHODS ARE MARKED IN BOLD.

Method LaptopReview
Prec Rec F1

SemEval-2014 [29] 79.31 63.30 70.41
BiLSTM-CRFs [1] - - 81.08

BERT [32] - - 84.26
Distant-LSTM-CRF [6] 74.03 31.59 53.93
Dictionary-Match [26] 90.68 44.65 59.84

PATNER (w/o neural model) 91.00 54.13 67.88
Fuzzy-LSTM-CRF [26] 85.08 47.09 60.63

AUTONER [26] 72.27 59.79 65.44
PATNER (w/o fuzzy label) 78.65 64.22 70.71

PATNER 78.45 65.14 71.18

by a large margin (6.08% for BC5CDR, 11.35% for NCBI-
Disease and 17.25% for LaptopReview in F1). Comparing
with the supervised NER methods, PATNER outperforms the
BiLSTM-CRFs by a substantial margin (3.35% for BC5CDR,
6.35% for NCBI-Disease in F1) on the biomedical datasets.
PATNER has comparable performance with BioBERT on
BC5CDR (90.31% v.s 90.65% in F1) and even outperforms
BioBERT on the NCBI-Disease dataset by a substantial margin
(2.79% in F1). One reason that PATNER has a better perfor-
mance in the biomedical domain could be that the biomedical
entities usually follow more standard naming principals that
enhance the PATNER performance. In summary, PATNER is
the most competitive distantly supervised NER method on
three benchmark datasets in both biomedical and technical
domains.

C. Top Patterns and Entities for Expansion

The above experiments show that all the components of
PATNER can improve the performance of the NER task under
distant supervision. To further illustrate the advantages of
PATNER, we list some top quality patterns and top quality
entities extracted by PATNER in Tables V and VI, respectively.

The top patterns extracted are of high quality, and thus can
accurately label more candidate entities. For example, words
that contain “ine” or “amin” are likely to be chemical-related
names. Phrases that contain the words such as “ acid ”,

Fig. 3. Left: test F1 scores vs. the number of distantly labeled training
sentences for BC5CDR. Right: test F1 scores vs. the number of entities in
the dictionary for BC5CDR.

“ antagonists ” or “ inhibitors ” are strong indicators that
certain phrase is a chemical name. Similarly, words that
contain “tion” or “som” are likely to be disease-related
names. Phrases that contain the words such as “ syndrome ”,
“ disorder ” or “ diseases ” are strong indicators that certain
phrase is a chemical name. In the technical review domain,
the word patterns are more abundant and informative for
dictionary expansion. For example, phrases that contain the
words such as “ DIGIT ”, “ screen ” and “ card ” are strong
indicators that certain phrase is a aspect term in the laptop
reviews.

The top entities extracted are also of high quality. For
example, the top entities extracted as chemicals are “R-(alpha)-
methylhistamine” and “metamphetamine”. The top entities
extracted for BC5CDR-Disease “hepatic complication” and
“hepatic dysfunction”. Similar results are also observed in the
technical review domain. The top entities extracted as aspect
terms are “16GB RAM” and “DDR5” that are of high quality.

D. Experiments with Different Factors

We further investigate the effect of corpus size and dictio-
nary size on the NER performance to better apply PATNER
in real-world applications. The results are shown in Figure 3.

To test the performance (F1 scores) with respect to the
size of raw corpus, we sample sentences uniformly random
from the given raw corpus and then evaluate the performance
of PATNER model on the selected sentences. When the raw
corpus is small, PATNER does not perform as good as the
Supervised Benchmark. Once the distantly labeled corpus is
moderate in size (5,000 sentences), PATNER already achieves
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Pattern-based Dictionary Expansion
TABLE V

TOP PATTERNS FROM PATNER IN BENCHMARK DATASETS.

BC5CDR-Chemical BC5CDR-Disease NCBI-Disease LaptopReview-AspectTerm
Character Word Character Word Character Word Character Word

ne acid al syndrome ia DIGIT ard DIGIT
ine factor ion disorder er syndrome - screen

ine agents ic pain rom DIGIT LETTER - card
ate antagonists tion coronary eas ataxia - mouse
ami factor LETTER ion cancer ome TYPE DIGIT - drive

TABLE VI
TOP EXPANDED ENTITIES FROM PATNER IN BENCHMARK DATASETS.

BC5CDR-Chemical BC5CDR-Disease NCBI-Disease LaptopReview-AspectTerm
R-(alpha)-methylhistamine hepatic complication spinocerebellar ataxia 16GB RAM

metamphetamine hepatic dysfunction chromosome 15 anomaly DDR5
dexamphetamine atrial fibrillation cerebellar degeneration DDR3

amphetamine neuroleptic medications spinocerebellar ataxia type 3 Win7
5-hydroxytryptamine Staphylococcal infections Gardner syndrome Win8

Fig. 3. Left: test F1 scores vs. the number of distantly labeled training
sentences for BC5CDR. Right: test F1 scores vs. the number of entities in
the dictionary for BC5CDR.

on 20,000 human-annotated sentences. Further increasing the
corpus size beyond 8,000 sentences does not further improve
the PATNER performance.

To test the performance (F1 scores) with respect to the
size of the input dictionary, we sample entities uniformly
random from the given dictionary and then evaluate the
performance of PATNER on the raw corpus. When the input
dictionary is small, PATNER does not perform as good as
the Supervised Benchmark. Once the dictionary is moderate
in size (1,200 entities), PATNER already achieves a similar
performance compared with BiLSTM-CRF trained on 20,000
human-annotated sentences. Further increasing the dictionary
size tends to constantly increase the PATNER performance.
These results further demonstrate the importance of developing
a high quality dictionary expansion method in improving the
NER performance under distant supervision.

E. Running Time Comparison

We show that PATNER significantly outperforms the
most competitive supervised methods, BiLSTM-CRFs and
BioBERT, in Section III-B. In this section, we further show
the simplicity of our model compared with those methods.

BioBERT is trained on 8 NVIDIA V100 (32GB) GPUs
for the pre-training. It takes more than 10 days to pre-train
BioBERT on the whole PubMed and PubMed Central [9].

Both Supervised Benchmark and PATNER use pre-trained
word embeddings10 with word2vec on the same corpus (whole
PubMed and PubMed Central) [15], [16]. BioBERT is fine-
tuned on a single NVIDIA Titan Xp (12GB) GPU for each
BioNER task. Fine-tuning usually takes less than an hour
in average for each dataset [9]. Both BiLSTM-CRFs and
PATNER are trained on one GeForce GTX 1080 GPU. The
average training time for each dataset is an hour and 0.5
hour for Supervised Benchmark and PATNER, respectively.
The neural architecture of PATNER does not include a CRF
layer (Figure 2). Therefore, the distant training step can be
accelerated substantially in contrast to the popular LSTM-CRF
models.

F. New Entity Type Recognition

To further demonstrate the power of PATNER on recog-
nizing new entity types, we conduct some qualitative case
studies on two real-world datasets with no human annotation
available, in the biomedical domain (PubMed 3M) and the
general domain (Yelp 3M), respectively.

We show some NER tagging results on PubMed and Yelp
in Table VII. The new entities types are Biologcal Process
(BP), Molecular Function (MF) and Cellular Component (CC)
for PubMed and Food for Yelp. We compare three distant
supervision methods: Dictionary-Match, AUTONER and PAT-
NER. PATNER always shows the best performance both in
entity boundary and entity type recognition. For example, in
Sentence 1, the input dictionary cannot match any entities.
AUTONER recognizes a new entity “apoptotic cell death” as
biological process and PATNER recognizes both “apoptotic
cell death” and “oxidative damage” as biological process. In
Sentence 2, AUTONER recognizes “signaling” as biological
process, while PATNER recognizes the whole entity “signaling
pathway” as a biological process correctly. In Sentence 3, PAT-
NER recognizes a new entity “enzyme activity” as molecular

10http://bio.nlplab.org/
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Conclusions

• We have proposed a data-driven model, PATNER, for named entity 
recognition with distant supervision. 
• PATNER achieves the best performance using only dictionaries with 

no additional human effort compared with the NER methods trained 
on human supervision. 
• Case studies on real-world datasets also show that PATNER has better 

performance on both entity boundary determination and entity type 
recognition. 
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Outline

• Biomedical Named Entity Recognition with Distant Supervision
• PatNER
• NER in COVID-19 Literature

• Biomedical Open Relation Extraction with Meta-pattern Discovery
• SemPAD

• Textual Evidence Mining
• EvidenceMiner
• Evidence Mining in COVID-19 Literature
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COVID-19 Open Research Dataset Challenge 
(CORD-19)
• On March 16th, 2020, White House released this Call to Action to the 

Tech Community on New Machine Readable COVID-19 Dataset.
• Dataset Download:
• Semantic Scholar: https://pages.semanticscholar.org/coronavirus-research
• Kaggle: https://www.kaggle.com/allen-institute-for-ai/CORD-19-research-

challenge

• The dataset (5/19/2020) contains over 12,698,615 sentences from 
128,492 documents about COVID-19 and the coronavirus family of 
viruses. The corpus will be updated weekly as new research is 
published.
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Comprehensive NER Annotation on CORD-19

• Combine NER annotations from 4 sources:
• 18 general types (from supervised NER model Spacy)
• 18 biomedical types (from supervised NER model SciSpacy)
• 127 biomedical types (from our distantly-supervised NER model)

• We do not rely on any human effort for training data annotation. Instead, we use 
UMLS an input knowledge base (KB) for distant supervision.

• 9 new biomedical types (from our seed-guided NER model) 
• We only require several (10-20) human-input seeds for each new type. The 9 

new types include Coronavirus, Viral protein, Livestock, Wildlife, Evolution, 
Physical Science, Substrate, Material and Immune Response.

• We reorganized all the entity types from the 4 sources and merged into one 
entity type hierarchy with 75 fine-grained entity types for NER annotation.
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Supervised NER Types
• SciSpacy (https://allenai.github.io/scispacy/): 18 
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q Spacy (https://spacy.io/api/annotation#named-
entities): 18 

ORGANISM UMLS: Organism
ORGANISM_SUBDIVISION UMLS: Organism
ORGANISM_SUBSTANCE UMLS: Organism
ANATOMICAL_SYSTEM UMLS: Anatomical Structure

IMMATERIAL_ANATOMICAL_ENTITY UMLS: Anatomical Structure
DEVELOPING_ANATOMICAL_STRUCTURE UMLS: Anatomical Structure

ORGAN UMLS: Body Part, Organ, or Organ 
Component

TISSUE UMLS: Tissue
MULTI-TISSUE_STRUCTURE UMLS: Tissue

CELL UMLS: Cell
CELLULAR_COMPONENT UMLS: Cell Component

GENE_OR_GENE_PRODUCT UMLS: Gene or Genome
SIMPLE_CHEMICAL UMLS: Chemical

AMINO_ACID UMLS: Chemical
PROTEIN_DOMAIN_OR_REGION UMLS: Chemical

DNA_DOMAIN_OR_REGION UMLS: Chemical
CANCER UMLS: Disease or Syndrome

PATHOLOGICAL_FORMATION UMLS: Disease or Syndrome

PERSON People, including fictional.
NORP Nationalities or religious or political groups.
FAC Buildings, airports, highways, bridges, etc.
ORG Companies, agencies, institutions, etc.
GPE Countries, cities, states.
LOC Non-GPE locations, mountain ranges, bodies of water.

PRODUCT Objects, vehicles, foods, etc. (Not services.)
EVENT Named hurricanes, battles, wars, sports events, etc.

WORK_OF_ART Titles of books, songs, etc.
LAW Named documents made into laws.

LANGUAGE Any named language.
DATE Absolute or relative dates or periods.
TIME Times smaller than a day.

PERCENT Percentage, including ”%“.
MONEY Monetary values, including unit.

QUANTITY Measurements, as of weight or distance.
ORDINAL “first”, “second”, etc.

CARDINAL Numerals that do not fall under another type.

https://allenai.github.io/scispacy/
https://spacy.io/api/annotation


Distantly-Supervised NER Types
• The latest semantic types in UMLS (2020): a hierarchical tree of 127 types.
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ACTIVITY BEHAVIOR SOCIAL_BEHAVIOR
ACTIVITY BEHAVIOR INDIVIDUAL_BEHAVIOR
ACTIVITY DAILY_OR_RECREATIONAL_ACTIVITY
ACTIVITY OCCUPATIONAL_ACTIVITY HEALTH_CARE_ACTIVITY LABORATORY_PROCEDURE
ACTIVITY OCCUPATIONAL_ACTIVITY HEALTH_CARE_ACTIVITY DIAGNOSTIC_PROCEDURE

ACTIVITY OCCUPATIONAL_ACTIVITY HEALTH_CARE_ACTIVITY THERAPEUTIC_OR_PREVENTIVE_
PROCEDURE

ACTIVITY OCCUPATIONAL_ACTIVITY RESEARCH_ACTIVITY

ACTIVITY OCCUPATIONAL_ACTIVITY GOVERNMENTAL_OR_REGULATORY_
ACTIVITY

ACTIVITY OCCUPATIONAL_ACTIVITY EDUCATIONAL_ACTIVITY
ACTIVITY MACHINE_ACTIVITY

PHENOMENON_OR_PROCESS HUMAN-
CAUSED_PHENOMENON_OR_PROCESS

PHENOMENON_OR_PROCESS NATURAL_PHENOMENON_OR_PROCESS BIOLOGIC_FUNCTION PHYSIOLOGIC_FUNCTION ORGANISM_FUNCTION
PHENOMENON_OR_PROCESS NATURAL_PHENOMENON_OR_PROCESS BIOLOGIC_FUNCTION PHYSIOLOGIC_FUNCTION ORGAN_OR_TISSUE_FUNCTION
PHENOMENON_OR_PROCESS NATURAL_PHENOMENON_OR_PROCESS BIOLOGIC_FUNCTION PHYSIOLOGIC_FUNCTION CELL_FUNCTION
PHENOMENON_OR_PROCESS NATURAL_PHENOMENON_OR_PROCESS BIOLOGIC_FUNCTION PHYSIOLOGIC_FUNCTION MOLECULAR_FUNCTION
PHENOMENON_OR_PROCESS NATURAL_PHENOMENON_OR_PROCESS BIOLOGIC_FUNCTION PATHOLOGIC_FUNCTION DISEASE_OR_SYNDROME
PHENOMENON_OR_PROCESS NATURAL_PHENOMENON_OR_PROCESS BIOLOGIC_FUNCTION PATHOLOGIC_FUNCTION CELL_OR_MOLECULAR_DYSFUNCTION
PHENOMENON_OR_PROCESS NATURAL_PHENOMENON_OR_PROCESS BIOLOGIC_FUNCTION PATHOLOGIC_FUNCTION EXPERIMENTAL_MODEL_OF_DISEASE
PHENOMENON_OR_PROCESS INJURY_OR_POISONING



Seed-guided NER Types

• Coronavirus: COVID-19, SARS-COV, MERS-COV, etc.
• Viral Protein: Hemagglutinin, GP120, etc.
• Livestock: cattle, sheep, pig, etc.
• Wildlife: bats, pangolins, African green monkey, etc
• Evolution: genetic drift, natural selection, mutation rate, etc
• Physical Science: atomic charge, Amber force fields, Van der Waals force, 

etc.
• Substrate: blood, sputum, urine, etc.
• Material: copper, stainless steel, plastic, etc.
• Immune Response: adaptive immune response, cell mediated immunity, 

innate immunity, etc.
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NER Performance Comparison
Supervision UMLS (13K entities) Seed Set (20 entities) Seed Set (20 entities) Seed Set (20 entities)

Type Sign or Symptom Coronavirus Evolution Immune Response
Prec Rec F1 Prec Rec F1 Prec Rec F1 Prec Rec F1

AutoNER 63.18 72.54 67.54 47.70 24.21 32.12 43.11 75.78 54.96 13.22 21.70 16.43
DISTNERw/o Emb 60.29 77.85 67.95 46.18 56.56 50.84 17.22 80.62 28.38 6.52 24.53 10.30
DISTNERw/o Exp 74.13 75.42 74.77 74.72 75.33 75.03 92.59 78.74 85.11 94.12 90.57 92.31

DISTNER 72.07 78.69 75.23 72.81 76.96 74.83 91.87 88.98 90.40 92.66 95.28 93.95

TABLE I: Performance of DISTNER and AutoNER, the benchmark distantly supervised BioNER model, evaluated on our
manually-annotated test set. We also show the performance of our ablation models.

Model Supervision Chemical Disease or Syndrome Gene or Genome
Prec Rec F1 Prec Rec F1 Prec Rec F1

SciSpacy Human (BIONLP13CG) 55.46 36.74 44.20 54.55 3.75 7.02 21.66 80.99 34.18
SciSpacy Human (BC5CDR) 78.37 57.35 66.23 73.49 61.25 66.81 - - -
SciBERT Human (BC5CDR) 68.24 61.94 64.94 62.25 59.29 60.73 - - -

DISTNER Dictionary (UMLS) 73.32 65.9 69.41 69.21 70.55 69.87 57.54 60.05 58.77

TABLE II: Performance of DISTNER and fully-supervised BioNER models on our manually-annotated test set.

the original input dictionary. We see that both the dictionary
expansion and the dictionary-guided word embeddings help
improve the DISTNER performance compared to AutoNER.
The dictionary-guided word embeddings (DISTNER w/o Exp)
bring a more significant performance improvement compared
to dictionary expansion (DISTNER w/o Emb). The dictionary-
guided word embeddings (DISTNER w/o Exp) improve both
the precision and recall significantly, while the expanded
dictionary (DISTNER w/o Emb) introduces an increase in recall
but a decrease in precision compared to AutoNER.

Table II shows the performance comparison between DIS-
TNER and the fully-supervised BioNER models, SciSpacy
and SciBERT. For SciSpacy, we use its published pre-trained
models5 on both BIONLP13CG [2] and BC5CDR [10]. For
SciBERT, since it does not release its pre-trained models, we
use its SciBERT embeddings6 and re-trained the model on
BC5CDR. Then we conduct prediction and evaluation on our
test set. DISTNER shows better performance on chemical and
disease prediction compared to both SciSpacy and SciBERT
due to a higher recall. DISTNER also shows better perfor-
mance for gene prediction compared with SciSpacy trained
on BIONLP13CG. We observe that SciSpacy tends to predict
most coronaviruses as genes, leading to a very low precision.

IV. CONCLUSION

We present CORD-NER, a fine-grained named entity rec-
ognized dataset of COVID-19 literature (up until May 19,
2020). CORD-NER contains over 12 million sentences anno-
tated via distant supervision. Also included in CORD-NER
are 2,000 manually-curated sentences as a test set for perfor-
mance evaluation. We further present DISTNER, a distantly
supervised NER model that is used to annotate the COVID-
19 corpus. DISTNER provides a benchmark performance on
the CORD-NER test set for future research. CORD-NER
can help other downstream NLP tasks for COVID-19 studies,
such as relation extraction, knowledge graph construction, and
information retrieval.

5https://allenai.github.io/scispacy/
6https://github.com/allenai/scibert
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NER Result Visualization

Angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 GENE_OR_GENOME ( ACE2 GENE_OR_GENOME ) as a SARS-CoV-2 
CORONAVIRUS receptor CHEMICAL: molecular mechanisms and potential therapeutic target. 

SARS-CoV-2 CORONAVIRUS has been sequenced [ 3 ] . A phylogenetic EVOLUTION analysis [ 3 , 4 ]
found a bat WILDLIFE origin for the SARS-CoV-2 CORONAVIRUS . There is a diversity of possible
intermediate hosts NORP for SARS-CoV-2 CORONAVIRUS , including pangolins WILDLIFE , but not
mice EUKARYOTE and rats EUKARYOTE [ 5 ] . There are many similarities of SARS-CoV-2
CORONAVIRUS with the original SARS-CoV CORONAVIRUS . Using computer modeling , Xu et al
PERSON. [ 6 ] found that the spike proteins GENE_OR_GENOME of SARS-CoV-2 CORONAVIRUS and
SARS-CoV CORONAVIRUS have almost identical 3-D structures in the receptor binding domain that
maintains Van der Waals forces PHYSICAL_SCIENCE . SARS-CoV spike proteins GENE_OR_GENOME
has a strong binding affinity DISEASE_OR_SYNDROME to human ACE2 GENE_OR_GENOME , based
on biochemical interaction studies and crystal structure analysis [ 7 ] . SARS-CoV-2 CORONAVIRUS
and SARS-CoV spike proteins GENE_OR_GENOME share identity in amino acid sequences and ,
importantly, the SARS-CoV-2 CORONAVIRUS and SARS-CoV spike proteins GENE_OR_GENOME have
a high degree of homology [6, 7] . Wan et al PERSON. [4] reported that residue 394 CARDINAL
(glutamine CHEMICAL) in the SARS-CoV-2 CORONAVIRUS receptor-binding domain ….
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Outline

• Biomedical Named Entity Recognition with Distant Supervision
• PatNER
• NER in COVID-19 Literature

• Biomedical Open Relation Extraction with Meta-pattern Discovery
• SemPAD

• Textual Evidence Mining
• EvidenceMiner
• Evidence Mining in COVID-19 Literature
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Meta-pattern Discovery

• Meta-pattern: typed texture patterns, e.g., CHEMICAL induce DISEASE.
• Meta-pattern discovery: leverage massive corpora for automatic meta-

pattern discovery.
• Input:

• Sentence: These murine models demonstrate that amikacin has in vivo activity 
against Nocardia and may be potentially useful in the treatment of human disease. 

• Entity type: amikacin – CHEMICAL, Nocardia – DISEASE 

• Output:
• Relation type (meta-pattern): CHEMICAL has in vivo activity against DISEASE
• Relation tuple: (amikacin, has in vivo activity against, Nocardia)
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Problems with Biomedical Literature Text

• Patterns may exist in conjunctive sentences, nested sentence 
structures and between entities placed far apart in a sentence.
• A same meaning can be written in different form of expression.

CHEMICAL induce GENE activity per 
microgram protein.

CHEMICAL induce a 3_fold rise in 
GENE activity per microgram protein.

Frequent Pattern:
CHEMICAL induce GENE: 257
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SemPAD: Textual Meta-Pattern Discovery

• Idea:
• Mine on sequence
• Match on tree

• Reasons:
• Keep important context words (pro of sequence patterns)

• “is reduced by” is different from “reduced”
• Ignore unimportant context words (pro of tree matching)

• “is also reduced by” = “is reduced by” 
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Induce

CHEMIC
AL rise

a 3-fold in activity

GENE per protein

microgra
m

Examples of grouping words
• CHEMICAL induce a 3_fold rise in GENE activity per microgram protein.

Frequent Pattern:
GENE activity: 2763
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Induce

CHEMIC
AL rise

a 3-fold in GENE

GENE per protein

microgra
m

Examples of grouping words
• CHEMICAL induce a 3_fold rise in GENE activity per microgram protein.

Frequent Pattern:
rise in GENE: 21
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Induce

CHEMIC
AL GENE

a 3-fold in GENE

GENE per protein

microgra
m

Examples of grouping words
• CHEMICAL induce a 3_fold rise in GENE activity per microgram protein.

CHEMICAL induce GENE
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Observe

be also that expressi
on

the of marker

of progress
ion

premali
gnant

(express
ion)

i.e., DISEASE of keratin 
k13 and loss of expressi

on

keratin 
k1

be markedl
y

suppres
s in DISEASE

An example of a very deep tree: It is also observed that the expression of marker of 
premalignant progression(i.e., DISEASE, expression of keratin k13, and loss of keratin k1 
expression) is markedly suppress in DISEASE.

Frequent Pattern:
DISEASE , expression: 46
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Observe

be also that expressi
on

the of marker

of progress
ion

premali
gnant DISEASE

i.e., DISEASE of keratin 
k13 and loss of expressi

on

keratin 
k1

be markedl
y

suppres
s in DISEASE

An example of a very deep tree: It is also observed that the expression of marker of 
premalignant progression(i.e., DISEASE, expression of keratin k13, and loss of keratin k1 
expression) is markedly suppress in DISEASE.

Frequent Pattern:
DISEASE progression: 313
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Observe

be also that expressi
on

the of marker

of DISEASE

premali
gnant DISEASE

i.e., DISEASE of keratin 
k13 and loss of expressi

on

keratin 
k1

be markedl
y

suppres
s in DISEASE

An example of a very deep tree: It is also observed that the expression of marker of 
premalignant progression(i.e., DISEASE, expression of keratin k13, and loss of keratin k1 
expression) is markedly suppress in DISEASE.

Frequent Pattern:
marker of DISEASE: 162
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Observe

be also that expressi
on

the of DISEASE

of DISEASE

premali
gnant DISEASE

i.e., DISEASE of keratin 
k13 and loss of expressi

on

keratin 
k1

be markedl
y

suppres
s in DISEASE

An example of a very deep tree: It is also observed that the expression of marker of 
premalignant progression(i.e., DISEASE, expression of keratin k13, and loss of keratin k1 
expression) is markedly suppress in DISEASE.

Frequent Pattern:
expression of DISEASE: 191
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Observe

be also that DISEASE

the of DISEASE

of DISEASE

premali
gnant DISEASE

i.e., DISEASE of keratin 
k13 and loss of expressi

on

keratin 
k1

be markedl
y

suppres
s in DISEASE

An example of a very deep tree: It is also observed that the expression of marker of 
premalignant progression(i.e., DISEASE, expression of keratin k13, and loss of keratin k1 
expression) is markedly suppress in DISEASE.

It is also observed that DISEASE is markedly supress in DISEASE
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sugge
st

result

these

also suggest that level

the elevat
ed GENE

mrna

obser
ve in liver

DISEA
SE

SPECIE
S liver

be 
due to concentration

the blood

high

CHEM
ICAL

rather 
than 

to
deficie

ncy

insulin

An example of two branches merged in the end: These result also suggest that the 
elevated GENE mrna level observed in DISEASE SPECIES liver is due to the high blood 
CHEMICAL concentration rather than to insulin deficiency.

Frequent Pattern:
GENE level: 1436

CHEMICAL concentration: 1501
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sugge
st

result

these

also suggest that GENE

the elevat
ed GENE

mrna

obser
ve in liver

DISEA
SE

SPECIE
S liver

be 
due to CHEMICAL

the blood

high

CHEM
ICAL

rather 
than 

to
deficie

ncy

insulin

An example of two branches merged in the end: These result also suggest that the 
elevated GENE mrna level observed in DISEASE SPECIES liver is due to the high blood 
CHEMICAL concentration rather than to insulin deficiency.

result also suggest that GENE be due to CHEMICAL rather 
than to deficiency
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Results on Open Relation Extraction Task
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Outline

• Biomedical Named Entity Recognition with Distant Supervision
• PatNER
• NER in COVID-19 Literature

• Biomedical Open Relation Extraction with Meta-pattern Discovery
• SemPAD

• Textual Evidence Mining
• EvidenceMiner
• Evidence Mining in COVID-19 Literature
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Textual Evidence Mining in Scientific Literature

• Scientific hypotheses (relational triplets) need to be validated before 
turned into real knowledge. 
• Massive text provides abundant textual evidence to support high-

quality scientific hypothesis validation. 
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Related Work

• Traditional textual evidence mining:
• Aim to verify the claims as natural language statements.
• Supervised learning methods assume a set of human-annotated articles 

be given, non-trivial to obtain for the scientific domain.
• Weakly-supervised/unsupervised methods use heuristic rules that 

cannot be directly applied to other domain.
• Fact checking:
• Aim to verify the correctness of the relational triplets in the knowledge 

graphs with evidence from various resources such as text.
• Our goal is more focused on retrieving the correct textual evidence 

rather than validating the trustworthiness of the query triplets.
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EvidenceMiner: Textual Evidence Mining via Spherical 
Heterogeneous Information Network Embedding
• Challenge:

• Given a query triplet as a scientific hypothesis, retrieve high-quality textual 
evidence without human supervision. 

• Contributions:
• To achieve a high-quality textual evidence retrieval, we propose to construct a 

large HIN to leverage information from both existing KBs and massive 
unstructured text. 

• To further improve the performance, we propose a HIN embedding method that 
directly embeds the nodes onto a spherical space for the cosine similarity-based 
retrieval. 

• Quantitative experiments demonstrate that EvidenceMiner significantly 
outperforms baseline methods on unsupervised textual evidence retrieval. 

• Case studies also demonstrate that our HIN construction and embedding greatly 
benefit many downstream applications such as textual evidence interpretation 
and synonym meta-pattern discovery. 
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EvidenceMiner Framework

• Three components: (1) Data Processing, (2) HIN Construction and 
Embedding, and (3) Textual Evidence Retrieval
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Data Processing

• Named Entity Recognition: 
• PubTator

• Meta-pattern Discovery (Open Relation Extraction): 
• CPIE
• WW-PIE
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NIH Embedding

• The constructed HIN describes a generative process of the triplets, sentences, meta-
patterns, entities and words. 
• Sentence → Word & Entity 
• Triplet → Word & Entity
• Meta-Pattern → Word & Entity 
• Word & Entity → Context 
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Figure 2: Heterogeneous information network for explainable tex-
tual evidence mining.

Meta-pattern Discovery. The meta-patterns (i.e., the tex-
tual pattern containing entity types) are not only important
connections between the input queries and the evidence sen-
tences but also potential interpretations of the retrieved evi-
dence sentences. Meta-patterns containing at least two entity
types (e.g., “$CHEMICAL inhibit $DISEASE”) are defined
as relational meta-patterns that are used for our HIN construc-
tion. For the meta-patterns in the input KB, we can directly
get them from the triplets by replacing the entities with their
corresponding entity types. For the meta-patterns in the input
corpus, we use CPIE [Wang et al., 2018] and WW-PIE [Li et
al., 2018], two state-of-the-art methods for meta-pattern ex-
traction in the biomedical literature.

3 Heterogeneous Information Network
Embedding

Based on the extracted information above, we construct a
large heterogeneous information network (HIN) from the in-
put KB and the input corpus. A novel spherical HIN embed-
ding technique is then proposed to represent each node in a
low-dimensional vector space that best preserves the node’s
semantic similarity. In this section, we discuss the HIN con-
struction and embedding in detail.

3.1 HIN Construction
The nodes in the HIN include the relational triplets in the in-
put KB, the candidate evidence sentences in the input corpus,
and the words, entities and meta-patterns extracted from both
the input KB and the input corpus. The edges in the HIN
essentially describe a generative process of the KB triplets,
sentences, words, entities and meta-patterns. For example, in
Figure 2, the KB triplets and the sentences can generate all
the entities and words that appear in the triplets and the sen-
tences. The fine-grained meta-patterns can also generate the
extracted entities and relation words in the meta-patterns. The
entities and words can both generate other entities and words
in their context. Based on the constructed HIN, we propose
a novel spherical HIN embedding technique to represent the
nodes in a low-dimensional vector space that best preserves
the semantic similarity between the nodes. We introduce the
spherical HIN embedding technique in detail below.

3.2 Spherical HIN Embedding
The constructed HIN essentially describes a generative pro-
cess of the triplets, sentences, meta-patterns, entities and
words. The process can be decomposed into the following
four steps.
Sentence ! Word & Entity. When a human is going to
write a sentence, s/he first has an overall idea about what

the sentence should talk about. This overall idea can be
represented as a sentence embedding vector s. Then each
word and entity in the sentence should be coherent with the
meaning of the entire sentence. For example, in Figure 2,
a sentence such as “resveratrol inhibits the growth and de-
velopment of pancreatic cancer” can generate all the words
(e.g., “inhibit”, “growth”, etc.) and entities (e.g., “$DIS-
EASE:pancreatic cancer”) that appear in this sentence. To
encourage such coherence, inspired by the softmax function
in word2vec [Mikolov et al., 2013], we define the probabili-
ties as

p(w|s) / exp(wT s), p(e|s) / exp(eT s), (1)

where w and e are the embedding vector of words and enti-
ties, respectively.
Triplet ! Word & Entity. The generation of a triplet is
similar to that of a sentence. For example, in Figure 2, the
KB triplet “(resveratrol, decrease activity, pancreatic can-
cer)” can generate both relation words (e.g., “activity”) and
entities (e.g., “$DISEASE:pancreatic cancer”) that appear in
this triplet. To be specific, we first have an overall meaning
of the query q. Then, based on q, we generate its head entity,
tail entity and relational words.

p(w|q) / exp(wT q), p(e|q) / exp(eT q). (2)

Meta-Pattern ! Word & Entity. Some sentences can be
matched by fine-grained meta-patterns (e.g., “$CHEMICAL
inhibit $DISEASE”) and the meta-patterns can also generate
the relation words and entities. Given the embedding vector
p of a meta-pattern, we can generate its relational words and
matched entities.

p(w|p) / exp(wT p), p(e|p) / exp(eT p). (3)

Word & Entity ! Context. Each word in the document
should be similar to not only the entire document semantics,
but also its local context. For example, in Figure 2, all the
words and entities can generate other entities and words in
their context (e.g., “CHEMICAL:resveratrol” has the context
“$CHEMICAL:polyphenols” and “effect”). To be specific,
given a sequence of words and entities w1w2...wn (for ease
of notation, we use “w” to denote both words and entities
here), the local context of wi is defined as C(wi, h) = {wj :

i � h  j  i + h, i 6= j}, where h is the context window
size. Mikolov et al. [Mikolov et al., 2013] propose the Skip-
Gram model in which C(wi, h) is predicted given the center
word wi. Following [Mikolov et al., 2013], we define the
generation probability to be

p(C(wi, h)|wi) /
Y

wj2C(wi,h)

exp(w0
j
T
wi). (4)

Note that each word w has two embeddings: w when w is
viewed as a center word and w0 when w is a context word
[Mikolov et al., 2013].

Now we explain how these conditional probabilities are
related to the von Mises-Fisher (vMF) distribution. Taking
p(w|s) as an example, according to Eq. (1), we know that

p(w|s) = exp(wT s)P
w02V exp(wT

0 s)
, (5)
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Figure 2: Heterogeneous information network for explainable tex-
tual evidence mining.

Meta-pattern Discovery. The meta-patterns (i.e., the tex-
tual pattern containing entity types) are not only important
connections between the input queries and the evidence sen-
tences but also potential interpretations of the retrieved evi-
dence sentences. Meta-patterns containing at least two entity
types (e.g., “$CHEMICAL inhibit $DISEASE”) are defined
as relational meta-patterns that are used for our HIN construc-
tion. For the meta-patterns in the input KB, we can directly
get them from the triplets by replacing the entities with their
corresponding entity types. For the meta-patterns in the input
corpus, we use CPIE [Wang et al., 2018] and WW-PIE [Li et
al., 2018], two state-of-the-art methods for meta-pattern ex-
traction in the biomedical literature.

3 Heterogeneous Information Network
Embedding

Based on the extracted information above, we construct a
large heterogeneous information network (HIN) from the in-
put KB and the input corpus. A novel spherical HIN embed-
ding technique is then proposed to represent each node in a
low-dimensional vector space that best preserves the node’s
semantic similarity. In this section, we discuss the HIN con-
struction and embedding in detail.

3.1 HIN Construction
The nodes in the HIN include the relational triplets in the in-
put KB, the candidate evidence sentences in the input corpus,
and the words, entities and meta-patterns extracted from both
the input KB and the input corpus. The edges in the HIN
essentially describe a generative process of the KB triplets,
sentences, words, entities and meta-patterns. For example, in
Figure 2, the KB triplets and the sentences can generate all
the entities and words that appear in the triplets and the sen-
tences. The fine-grained meta-patterns can also generate the
extracted entities and relation words in the meta-patterns. The
entities and words can both generate other entities and words
in their context. Based on the constructed HIN, we propose
a novel spherical HIN embedding technique to represent the
nodes in a low-dimensional vector space that best preserves
the semantic similarity between the nodes. We introduce the
spherical HIN embedding technique in detail below.

3.2 Spherical HIN Embedding
The constructed HIN essentially describes a generative pro-
cess of the triplets, sentences, meta-patterns, entities and
words. The process can be decomposed into the following
four steps.
Sentence ! Word & Entity. When a human is going to
write a sentence, s/he first has an overall idea about what

the sentence should talk about. This overall idea can be
represented as a sentence embedding vector s. Then each
word and entity in the sentence should be coherent with the
meaning of the entire sentence. For example, in Figure 2,
a sentence such as “resveratrol inhibits the growth and de-
velopment of pancreatic cancer” can generate all the words
(e.g., “inhibit”, “growth”, etc.) and entities (e.g., “$DIS-
EASE:pancreatic cancer”) that appear in this sentence. To
encourage such coherence, inspired by the softmax function
in word2vec [Mikolov et al., 2013], we define the probabili-
ties as

p(w|s) / exp(wT s), p(e|s) / exp(eT s), (1)

where w and e are the embedding vector of words and enti-
ties, respectively.
Triplet ! Word & Entity. The generation of a triplet is
similar to that of a sentence. For example, in Figure 2, the
KB triplet “(resveratrol, decrease activity, pancreatic can-
cer)” can generate both relation words (e.g., “activity”) and
entities (e.g., “$DISEASE:pancreatic cancer”) that appear in
this triplet. To be specific, we first have an overall meaning
of the query q. Then, based on q, we generate its head entity,
tail entity and relational words.

p(w|q) / exp(wT q), p(e|q) / exp(eT q). (2)

Meta-Pattern ! Word & Entity. Some sentences can be
matched by fine-grained meta-patterns (e.g., “$CHEMICAL
inhibit $DISEASE”) and the meta-patterns can also generate
the relation words and entities. Given the embedding vector
p of a meta-pattern, we can generate its relational words and
matched entities.

p(w|p) / exp(wT p), p(e|p) / exp(eT p). (3)

Word & Entity ! Context. Each word in the document
should be similar to not only the entire document semantics,
but also its local context. For example, in Figure 2, all the
words and entities can generate other entities and words in
their context (e.g., “CHEMICAL:resveratrol” has the context
“$CHEMICAL:polyphenols” and “effect”). To be specific,
given a sequence of words and entities w1w2...wn (for ease
of notation, we use “w” to denote both words and entities
here), the local context of wi is defined as C(wi, h) = {wj :

i � h  j  i + h, i 6= j}, where h is the context window
size. Mikolov et al. [Mikolov et al., 2013] propose the Skip-
Gram model in which C(wi, h) is predicted given the center
word wi. Following [Mikolov et al., 2013], we define the
generation probability to be

p(C(wi, h)|wi) /
Y

wj2C(wi,h)

exp(w0
j
T
wi). (4)

Note that each word w has two embeddings: w when w is
viewed as a center word and w0 when w is a context word
[Mikolov et al., 2013].

Now we explain how these conditional probabilities are
related to the von Mises-Fisher (vMF) distribution. Taking
p(w|s) as an example, according to Eq. (1), we know that

p(w|s) = exp(wT s)P
w02V exp(wT
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, (5)
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tual evidence mining.

Meta-pattern Discovery. The meta-patterns (i.e., the tex-
tual pattern containing entity types) are not only important
connections between the input queries and the evidence sen-
tences but also potential interpretations of the retrieved evi-
dence sentences. Meta-patterns containing at least two entity
types (e.g., “$CHEMICAL inhibit $DISEASE”) are defined
as relational meta-patterns that are used for our HIN construc-
tion. For the meta-patterns in the input KB, we can directly
get them from the triplets by replacing the entities with their
corresponding entity types. For the meta-patterns in the input
corpus, we use CPIE [Wang et al., 2018] and WW-PIE [Li et
al., 2018], two state-of-the-art methods for meta-pattern ex-
traction in the biomedical literature.

3 Heterogeneous Information Network
Embedding

Based on the extracted information above, we construct a
large heterogeneous information network (HIN) from the in-
put KB and the input corpus. A novel spherical HIN embed-
ding technique is then proposed to represent each node in a
low-dimensional vector space that best preserves the node’s
semantic similarity. In this section, we discuss the HIN con-
struction and embedding in detail.

3.1 HIN Construction
The nodes in the HIN include the relational triplets in the in-
put KB, the candidate evidence sentences in the input corpus,
and the words, entities and meta-patterns extracted from both
the input KB and the input corpus. The edges in the HIN
essentially describe a generative process of the KB triplets,
sentences, words, entities and meta-patterns. For example, in
Figure 2, the KB triplets and the sentences can generate all
the entities and words that appear in the triplets and the sen-
tences. The fine-grained meta-patterns can also generate the
extracted entities and relation words in the meta-patterns. The
entities and words can both generate other entities and words
in their context. Based on the constructed HIN, we propose
a novel spherical HIN embedding technique to represent the
nodes in a low-dimensional vector space that best preserves
the semantic similarity between the nodes. We introduce the
spherical HIN embedding technique in detail below.

3.2 Spherical HIN Embedding
The constructed HIN essentially describes a generative pro-
cess of the triplets, sentences, meta-patterns, entities and
words. The process can be decomposed into the following
four steps.
Sentence ! Word & Entity. When a human is going to
write a sentence, s/he first has an overall idea about what

the sentence should talk about. This overall idea can be
represented as a sentence embedding vector s. Then each
word and entity in the sentence should be coherent with the
meaning of the entire sentence. For example, in Figure 2,
a sentence such as “resveratrol inhibits the growth and de-
velopment of pancreatic cancer” can generate all the words
(e.g., “inhibit”, “growth”, etc.) and entities (e.g., “$DIS-
EASE:pancreatic cancer”) that appear in this sentence. To
encourage such coherence, inspired by the softmax function
in word2vec [Mikolov et al., 2013], we define the probabili-
ties as

p(w|s) / exp(wT s), p(e|s) / exp(eT s), (1)

where w and e are the embedding vector of words and enti-
ties, respectively.
Triplet ! Word & Entity. The generation of a triplet is
similar to that of a sentence. For example, in Figure 2, the
KB triplet “(resveratrol, decrease activity, pancreatic can-
cer)” can generate both relation words (e.g., “activity”) and
entities (e.g., “$DISEASE:pancreatic cancer”) that appear in
this triplet. To be specific, we first have an overall meaning
of the query q. Then, based on q, we generate its head entity,
tail entity and relational words.

p(w|q) / exp(wT q), p(e|q) / exp(eT q). (2)

Meta-Pattern ! Word & Entity. Some sentences can be
matched by fine-grained meta-patterns (e.g., “$CHEMICAL
inhibit $DISEASE”) and the meta-patterns can also generate
the relation words and entities. Given the embedding vector
p of a meta-pattern, we can generate its relational words and
matched entities.

p(w|p) / exp(wT p), p(e|p) / exp(eT p). (3)

Word & Entity ! Context. Each word in the document
should be similar to not only the entire document semantics,
but also its local context. For example, in Figure 2, all the
words and entities can generate other entities and words in
their context (e.g., “CHEMICAL:resveratrol” has the context
“$CHEMICAL:polyphenols” and “effect”). To be specific,
given a sequence of words and entities w1w2...wn (for ease
of notation, we use “w” to denote both words and entities
here), the local context of wi is defined as C(wi, h) = {wj :

i � h  j  i + h, i 6= j}, where h is the context window
size. Mikolov et al. [Mikolov et al., 2013] propose the Skip-
Gram model in which C(wi, h) is predicted given the center
word wi. Following [Mikolov et al., 2013], we define the
generation probability to be

p(C(wi, h)|wi) /
Y

wj2C(wi,h)

exp(w0
j
T
wi). (4)

Note that each word w has two embeddings: w when w is
viewed as a center word and w0 when w is a context word
[Mikolov et al., 2013].

Now we explain how these conditional probabilities are
related to the von Mises-Fisher (vMF) distribution. Taking
p(w|s) as an example, according to Eq. (1), we know that

p(w|s) = exp(wT s)P
w02V exp(wT
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, (5)
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tual evidence mining.

Meta-pattern Discovery. The meta-patterns (i.e., the tex-
tual pattern containing entity types) are not only important
connections between the input queries and the evidence sen-
tences but also potential interpretations of the retrieved evi-
dence sentences. Meta-patterns containing at least two entity
types (e.g., “$CHEMICAL inhibit $DISEASE”) are defined
as relational meta-patterns that are used for our HIN construc-
tion. For the meta-patterns in the input KB, we can directly
get them from the triplets by replacing the entities with their
corresponding entity types. For the meta-patterns in the input
corpus, we use CPIE [Wang et al., 2018] and WW-PIE [Li et
al., 2018], two state-of-the-art methods for meta-pattern ex-
traction in the biomedical literature.

3 Heterogeneous Information Network
Embedding

Based on the extracted information above, we construct a
large heterogeneous information network (HIN) from the in-
put KB and the input corpus. A novel spherical HIN embed-
ding technique is then proposed to represent each node in a
low-dimensional vector space that best preserves the node’s
semantic similarity. In this section, we discuss the HIN con-
struction and embedding in detail.

3.1 HIN Construction
The nodes in the HIN include the relational triplets in the in-
put KB, the candidate evidence sentences in the input corpus,
and the words, entities and meta-patterns extracted from both
the input KB and the input corpus. The edges in the HIN
essentially describe a generative process of the KB triplets,
sentences, words, entities and meta-patterns. For example, in
Figure 2, the KB triplets and the sentences can generate all
the entities and words that appear in the triplets and the sen-
tences. The fine-grained meta-patterns can also generate the
extracted entities and relation words in the meta-patterns. The
entities and words can both generate other entities and words
in their context. Based on the constructed HIN, we propose
a novel spherical HIN embedding technique to represent the
nodes in a low-dimensional vector space that best preserves
the semantic similarity between the nodes. We introduce the
spherical HIN embedding technique in detail below.

3.2 Spherical HIN Embedding
The constructed HIN essentially describes a generative pro-
cess of the triplets, sentences, meta-patterns, entities and
words. The process can be decomposed into the following
four steps.
Sentence ! Word & Entity. When a human is going to
write a sentence, s/he first has an overall idea about what

the sentence should talk about. This overall idea can be
represented as a sentence embedding vector s. Then each
word and entity in the sentence should be coherent with the
meaning of the entire sentence. For example, in Figure 2,
a sentence such as “resveratrol inhibits the growth and de-
velopment of pancreatic cancer” can generate all the words
(e.g., “inhibit”, “growth”, etc.) and entities (e.g., “$DIS-
EASE:pancreatic cancer”) that appear in this sentence. To
encourage such coherence, inspired by the softmax function
in word2vec [Mikolov et al., 2013], we define the probabili-
ties as

p(w|s) / exp(wT s), p(e|s) / exp(eT s), (1)

where w and e are the embedding vector of words and enti-
ties, respectively.
Triplet ! Word & Entity. The generation of a triplet is
similar to that of a sentence. For example, in Figure 2, the
KB triplet “(resveratrol, decrease activity, pancreatic can-
cer)” can generate both relation words (e.g., “activity”) and
entities (e.g., “$DISEASE:pancreatic cancer”) that appear in
this triplet. To be specific, we first have an overall meaning
of the query q. Then, based on q, we generate its head entity,
tail entity and relational words.

p(w|q) / exp(wT q), p(e|q) / exp(eT q). (2)

Meta-Pattern ! Word & Entity. Some sentences can be
matched by fine-grained meta-patterns (e.g., “$CHEMICAL
inhibit $DISEASE”) and the meta-patterns can also generate
the relation words and entities. Given the embedding vector
p of a meta-pattern, we can generate its relational words and
matched entities.

p(w|p) / exp(wT p), p(e|p) / exp(eT p). (3)

Word & Entity ! Context. Each word in the document
should be similar to not only the entire document semantics,
but also its local context. For example, in Figure 2, all the
words and entities can generate other entities and words in
their context (e.g., “CHEMICAL:resveratrol” has the context
“$CHEMICAL:polyphenols” and “effect”). To be specific,
given a sequence of words and entities w1w2...wn (for ease
of notation, we use “w” to denote both words and entities
here), the local context of wi is defined as C(wi, h) = {wj :

i � h  j  i + h, i 6= j}, where h is the context window
size. Mikolov et al. [Mikolov et al., 2013] propose the Skip-
Gram model in which C(wi, h) is predicted given the center
word wi. Following [Mikolov et al., 2013], we define the
generation probability to be

p(C(wi, h)|wi) /
Y

wj2C(wi,h)

exp(w0
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T
wi). (4)

Note that each word w has two embeddings: w when w is
viewed as a center word and w0 when w is a context word
[Mikolov et al., 2013].

Now we explain how these conditional probabilities are
related to the von Mises-Fisher (vMF) distribution. Taking
p(w|s) as an example, according to Eq. (1), we know that

p(w|s) = exp(wT s)P
w02V exp(wT
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von Mises-Fisher (vMF) Distribution 

• Let 𝕊𝑝−1 = {𝑥 ∈ ℝ𝑝, ∥ 𝑥 ∥2= 1} denote the p-dimensional unit sphere, 

• The relation between the conditional probabilities and the vMF distribution:
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APPENDIX
The Von Mises-Fisher Distribution
The von Mises-Fisher (vMF) distribution de�nes a probability den-
sity over points on a unit sphere. It is parameterized by a mean
direction vector µ and a concentration parameter �. Let Sp�1 =
{x 2 Rp : | |x | |2 = 1} denote the p-dimensional unit sphere. Then
the probability density function of vMFp (µ,�) is de�ned as

fvMF(x ; µ,�) = cp (�) exp(�xT µ), x 2 Sp�1,
where | |µ | |2 = 1 and � > 0. The normalization constant cp (�) is
given by

cp (�) =
�p/2�1

(2� )p/2Ip/2�1(�)
,

where Ir (·) represents the modi�ed Bessel function of the �rst
kind at order r [11, 24]. Intuitively, the vMF distribution can be
interpreted as a normal distribution on the sphere. It characterizes
data points concentrating around the mean direction µ, and they
are more concentrated if � is large.

Parameter Study on HIN Embeddings
We also conduct parameter studies on the HIN embeddings to better
understand the performance of E�������M����. We show the
E�������M���� performancewith di�erent embedding dimensions
in Figure 5. We can see that with an embedding dimension of
100, E�������M���� achieves the best performance. Therefore, we
use an embedding dimension of 100 for all the embedding-based
methods in our experiments except Sentence-BERT that utilizes a
pre-trained BERT embedding with a dimension of 1024.

Figure 5: Performance of E�������M���� with respect to
the embedding dimensions.

10

the generation probability to be

p(C(wi ,h)|wi ) /
÷

w j 2C(wi ,h)
exp(w 0

j
T
wi ). (4)

Note that each wordw has two embeddings:w whenw is viewed
as a center word andw 0 whenw is a context word [25].

Now we explain how these conditional probabilities are related
to the von Mises-Fisher (vMF) distribution. A detailed description
of the vMF distribution can be found in APPENDIX: The Von Mises-
Fisher Distribution. Taking p(w |s) as an example, according to Eq.
(1), we know that

p(w |s) = exp(wT
s)Õ

w02V exp(wT
0 s)
, (5)

where V is the vocabulary. When |V| goes to in�nity and the
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where E is the set of entities in the entire corpus.
Our assumption that all embeddings are unit vectors has empiri-

cal bases because normalizing embeddings onto a sphere is common
practice in NLP [17, 47].

Given the generative process, we are able to learn the embed-
dingsw , e , s , q, p andw 0 via maximum likelihood estimation. The
likelihood of observing the whole network is
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The denominators in Eq. (11) require summing over all words or
entities, which is computationally expensive. Following common
practice, in our actual computation, we estimate these terms via
negative sampling [25].

6 TEXTUAL EVIDENCE RETRIEVAL
The above two steps (data preparation and HIN embedding) are
pre-computed o�ine to support fast online retrieval. Given a user-
input query, we automatically retrieve the textual evidence online
by generating a ranked list of sentences indicating how strongly
they support the input query. In this section, we discuss the query
processing and textual evidence retrieval in detail.

6.1 Query Processing
Given a user-input query, the query is �rst processed and connected
with the nodes in the constructed HIN. The embedding of the query
is inferred by one-hop neighbors of the query in the HIN.
Query-HIN Connections. The input queries should be in a for-
mat of relational triplets that later can be added into the existing
knowledge bases. Given an input query, we �rst try to match the
query entities and the query relation words directly to the con-
structed HIN. The matched query entities and words will build
edges between the input query and the candidate evidence sen-
tences in the constructed HIN. As we discussed in Section 3, we
assume there exists at least one entity or word in the query that
can be matched to the constructed HIN. Otherwise, it is unlikely
that any textual evidence sentences can be extracted from our input
corpus to support this query.
Query Embedding. After the query is connected with the nodes
in the constructed HIN, we infer the query embedding based on
its one-hop neighbors in the HIN. To be speci�c, we calculate the
query embedding q based on the node embeddings n (n 2 {w,e})
where n are the one-hop neighbors (N (·)) of the query q in the HIN.

q =
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|N (q)|
’

n2N (q)
n. (12)

The query embedding is a maximum likelihood estimator that max-
imize the probability of this query generating all its one-hop neigh-
bors in the HIN.

6.2 Textual Evidence Retrieval
After we get the query embedding, we generate a ranked list of
evidence sentences based on the semantic similarity between the
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its one-hop neighbors in the HIN. To be speci�c, we calculate the
query embedding q based on the node embeddings n (n 2 {w,e})
where n are the one-hop neighbors (N (·)) of the query q in the HIN.

q =
1

|N (q)|
’

n2N (q)
n. (12)

The query embedding is a maximum likelihood estimator that max-
imize the probability of this query generating all its one-hop neigh-
bors in the HIN.

6.2 Textual Evidence Retrieval
After we get the query embedding, we generate a ranked list of
evidence sentences based on the semantic similarity between the
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the generation probability to be

p(C(wi ,h)|wi ) /
÷

w j 2C(wi ,h)
exp(w 0

j
T
wi ). (4)

Note that each wordw has two embeddings:w whenw is viewed
as a center word andw 0 whenw is a context word [25].

Now we explain how these conditional probabilities are related
to the von Mises-Fisher (vMF) distribution. A detailed description
of the vMF distribution can be found in APPENDIX: The Von Mises-
Fisher Distribution. Taking p(w |s) as an example, according to Eq.
(1), we know that

p(w |s) = exp(wT
s)Õ

w02V exp(wT
0 s)
, (5)

where V is the vocabulary. When |V| goes to in�nity and the
representation vectors of all elements are assumed to be unit vectors,
we have

lim
|V |!1

p(w |s) = exp(wT
s)Ø

Sp�1 exp(w
T
0 s)dw0

. (6)

To calculate the denominator, one needs to note that the probability
density function of vMF distribution integrates to 1 over the whole
sphere. Therefore,

1 =
π
Sp�1

fvMF(w0; s, 1)dw0 = cp (1)
π
Sp�1

exp(wT
0 s)dw0. (7)

Combining Eqs. (6) and (7), we get

lim
|V |!1

p(w |s) = cp (1) exp(wT
0 s) = vMFp (s, 1). (8)

Similarly,

lim
|E |!1

p(e |s) = vMFp (s, 1),

lim
|V |!1

p(w |q) = lim
|E |!1

p(e |q) = vMFp (q, 1),

lim
|V |!1

p(w |p) = lim
|E |!1

p(e |p) = vMFp (p, 1),

lim
|V |!1

p(w j |wi ) = vMFp (wi , 1).

(9)

where E is the set of entities in the entire corpus.
Our assumption that all embeddings are unit vectors has empiri-

cal bases because normalizing embeddings onto a sphere is common
practice in NLP [17, 47].

Given the generative process, we are able to learn the embed-
dingsw , e , s , q, p andw 0 via maximum likelihood estimation. The
likelihood of observing the whole network is

J =
÷
s

⇣ ÷
w 2s

p(w |s)
÷
e 2s

p(e |s)
⌘
·
÷
q

⇣ ÷
w 2q

p(w |q)
÷
e 2q

p(e |q)
⌘
·

÷
p

⇣ ÷
w 2p

p(w |p)
÷
e 2p

p(e |p)
⌘
·
÷
s

÷
wi 2s

p(C(wi ,h)|wi ).

(10)

Plugging the conditional probabilities into Eq. (10), we get

logJ =
’
s

⇣ ’
w 2s

exp(wT
s)Õ

w0 exp(wT
0 s)
+
’
e 2s

exp(eT s)Õ
e0 exp(eT0 s)

⌘

+
’
q

⇣ ’
w 2q

exp(wT
q)Õ

w0 exp(wT
0 q)
+
’
e 2q

exp(eTq)Õ
e0 exp(eT0 q)

⌘

+
’
p

⇣ ’
w 2p

exp(wT
p)Õ

w0 exp(wT
0 p)
+
’
e 2p

exp(eTp)Õ
e0 exp(eT0 p)

⌘

+
’
s

’
wi 2s

’
w j 2C(wi ,h)

exp(w 0
j
T
wi )Õ

w exp(w 0T
wi )
.

(11)

The denominators in Eq. (11) require summing over all words or
entities, which is computationally expensive. Following common
practice, in our actual computation, we estimate these terms via
negative sampling [25].

6 TEXTUAL EVIDENCE RETRIEVAL
The above two steps (data preparation and HIN embedding) are
pre-computed o�ine to support fast online retrieval. Given a user-
input query, we automatically retrieve the textual evidence online
by generating a ranked list of sentences indicating how strongly
they support the input query. In this section, we discuss the query
processing and textual evidence retrieval in detail.

6.1 Query Processing
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with the nodes in the constructed HIN. The embedding of the query
is inferred by one-hop neighbors of the query in the HIN.
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mat of relational triplets that later can be added into the existing
knowledge bases. Given an input query, we �rst try to match the
query entities and the query relation words directly to the con-
structed HIN. The matched query entities and words will build
edges between the input query and the candidate evidence sen-
tences in the constructed HIN. As we discussed in Section 3, we
assume there exists at least one entity or word in the query that
can be matched to the constructed HIN. Otherwise, it is unlikely
that any textual evidence sentences can be extracted from our input
corpus to support this query.
Query Embedding. After the query is connected with the nodes
in the constructed HIN, we infer the query embedding based on
its one-hop neighbors in the HIN. To be speci�c, we calculate the
query embedding q based on the node embeddings n (n 2 {w,e})
where n are the one-hop neighbors (N (·)) of the query q in the HIN.

q =
1

|N (q)|
’

n2N (q)
n. (12)

The query embedding is a maximum likelihood estimator that max-
imize the probability of this query generating all its one-hop neigh-
bors in the HIN.

6.2 Textual Evidence Retrieval
After we get the query embedding, we generate a ranked list of
evidence sentences based on the semantic similarity between the
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input query and the candidate evidence sentences in the input cor-
pus. We use the cosine similarity to measure the semantic similarity
between the query and the sentences in the HIN, which is also our
motivation to directly embed the nodes onto a spherical space. In
particular, we rank the sentences s for the input query q with a
similarity score S(q, s):

S(q, s) = q

T
s

kqkks k . (13)

For example, in Figure 3, the sentence “resveratrol induces apoptosis
in pancreatic cancer cells by inhibiting BCL-2 expression" could
be a retrieved textual evidence for a query such as “(resveratrol,
decrease activity, pancreatic cancer)".

7 EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we demonstrate the e�ectiveness of E�������M�
���� in unsupervised textual evidence retrieval. We compare the
textual evidence retrieval performance of E�������M���� with
three types of baseline methods. We also conduct case studies to
demonstrate that our HIN embedding greatly bene�ts many down-
stream applications such as textual evidence interpretation and
synonym meta-pattern discovery.

7.1 Experimental Setup
Datasets. To test the e�ectiveness of E�������M����, we collect
a huge biomedical literature corpus (a subset of PubMed1) that con-
tains the most recent 20 years’ publications for Molecular Biology2.
This corpus contains 512,316 abstracts with 4,657,908 sentences and
is used as our input corpus. We choose a widely used biomedical
knowledge base (Comparative Toxicogenomics Database3) as our
input knowledge base. CTD contains 29,754,943 relational triplets
for three major biomedical entity types (i.e., genes, chemicals and
diseases). Based on the input corpus and knowledge base, we ran-
domly selected 122 triplets from CTD and retrieved all the candidate
evidence sentences by a simple keyword matching. Then we ask
domain experts (graduate students in biomedicine) to manually
label all the candidate evidence sentences as correct or not for each
input query. Among all the 122 query triplets, 91 of them have at
least one retrieved evidence sentence labeled as correct. So we use
the 91 queries to compare the performance of di�erent baseline
methods in the following experiments. Interestingly, we observe
that more than 80% of the queries have only one or two textual
evidence sentences labeled as correct in our input corpus. It indi-
cates the sparsity of textual evidence in our task, which requires the
textual evidence retrieval methods to be highly accurate in order
to achieve an e�ective retrieval performance. A detailed discussion
of the queries used in our experiments can be found in Section 8.
EvaluationMetrics.We apply standard IR metrics to compare the
textual evidence retrieval performance as follows:
• Average Precision@k: average of precision at k for each hq, si.
• Average nDCG@k: average of normalized discounted cumula-
tive gain at k for each hq, si.

• Average Recall@k: average of recall at k for each hq, si.
1https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/
2https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nlmcatalog/?term=Molecular+Biology%5Bst%5D
3http://ctdbase.org

Table 2: Comparison of the textual evidence retrieval perfor-
mance with baseline methods.

Method Precision nDCG Recall
@1 @2 @1 @2 @1 @2

BM25 0.544 0.406 0.544 0.622 0.452 0.624
LDA 0.022 0.022 0.022 0.034 0.022 0.034

Sent2Vec 0.067 0.044 0.067 0.072 0.049 0.071
Sentence-BERT 0.189 0.144 0.189 0.211 0.131 0.202

TransE 0.111 0.006 0.111 0.111 0.111 0.111
DeepWalk 0.589 0.422 0.589 0.638 0.458 0.617
LINE-1 0.289 0.194 0.289 0.301 0.232 0.284
LINE-2 0.556 0.394 0.556 0.607 0.454 0.595
ESim 0.356 0.239 0.356 0.349 0.246 0.315

Metapath2Vec 0.300 0.228 0.300 0.339 0.228 0.338
E�������M���� 0.622 0.417 0.622 0.653 0.502 0.630

BaselineMethods.We compare E�������M����with three types
of baseline methods for textual evidence retrieval as follows:
• Traditional IRmethods: We use BM25 [33] and Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA) [3] as the representative traditional IR methods.
For the LDA baseline, we consider the cosine similarity between
LDA-assigned weights for both documents and queries to rank
the relevant documents.

• Text embedding-based methods: We use Sent2Vec [27] and
Sentence-BERT [32] as the representative text embedding-based
methods. Sent2Vec is an extension of the CBOWword embedding
model [25] which learns distributed representations of sentences.
Sentence-BERT uses a pre-trained sentence transformer model
to encode the corpus sentences and queries using BERT [7].

• Graph embedding-basedmethods:We use both homogeneous
graph embedding methods (TransE [4], DeepWalk [30] and LINE
[42]) and heterogeneous graph embedding methods (ESim [35]
and Metapath2Vec [8]) as representative graph embedding-based
methods. E�������M���� is also a heterogeneous graph embedding-
based method. Some related work of HIN embedding is intro-
duced in Section 2.

7.2 Performance of Textual Evidence Retrieval
To demonstrate the e�ectiveness of E�������M���� in unsuper-
vised textual evidence retrieval, we compare E�������M���� with
the baseline methods using the standard IR evaluation metrics (Pre-
cision@1,2, nDCG@1,2 and Recall@1,2). The results are shown in
Table 2.

In general, the traditional keyword-based retrieval methods and
the graph embedding-based methods both perform better than the
text-embedding basedmethods. One reason that the text-embedding
based methods do not perform well could be that these methods
capture the overall semantics of the query as a whole instead of
paying special attention to the concrete query entities. As a result,
their top-retrieved sentences may have a close semantic meaning
with the query relation but miss some query entities. Comparing
the traditional keyword-based retrieval methods and the graph
embedding-based methods, the graph embedding methods show
better performance (e.g., DeepWalk, LINE-2 and E�������M����
outperform BM25). Among all the baseline graph embedding meth-
ods, DeepWalk and Line-2 (LINE with 2nd-order proximity) show
the best performance. The reason that TransE does not perform
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input query and the candidate evidence sentences in the input cor-
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s
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This corpus contains 512,316 abstracts with 4,657,908 sentences and
is used as our input corpus. We choose a widely used biomedical
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label all the candidate evidence sentences as correct or not for each
input query. Among all the 122 query triplets, 91 of them have at
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the 91 queries to compare the performance of di�erent baseline
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that more than 80% of the queries have only one or two textual
evidence sentences labeled as correct in our input corpus. It indi-
cates the sparsity of textual evidence in our task, which requires the
textual evidence retrieval methods to be highly accurate in order
to achieve an e�ective retrieval performance. A detailed discussion
of the queries used in our experiments can be found in Section 8.
EvaluationMetrics.We apply standard IR metrics to compare the
textual evidence retrieval performance as follows:
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• Average Recall@k: average of recall at k for each hq, si.
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Allocation (LDA) [3] as the representative traditional IR methods.
For the LDA baseline, we consider the cosine similarity between
LDA-assigned weights for both documents and queries to rank
the relevant documents.

• Text embedding-based methods: We use Sent2Vec [27] and
Sentence-BERT [32] as the representative text embedding-based
methods. Sent2Vec is an extension of the CBOWword embedding
model [25] which learns distributed representations of sentences.
Sentence-BERT uses a pre-trained sentence transformer model
to encode the corpus sentences and queries using BERT [7].

• Graph embedding-basedmethods:We use both homogeneous
graph embedding methods (TransE [4], DeepWalk [30] and LINE
[42]) and heterogeneous graph embedding methods (ESim [35]
and Metapath2Vec [8]) as representative graph embedding-based
methods. E�������M���� is also a heterogeneous graph embedding-
based method. Some related work of HIN embedding is intro-
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7.2 Performance of Textual Evidence Retrieval
To demonstrate the e�ectiveness of E�������M���� in unsuper-
vised textual evidence retrieval, we compare E�������M���� with
the baseline methods using the standard IR evaluation metrics (Pre-
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In general, the traditional keyword-based retrieval methods and
the graph embedding-based methods both perform better than the
text-embedding basedmethods. One reason that the text-embedding
based methods do not perform well could be that these methods
capture the overall semantics of the query as a whole instead of
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with the query relation but miss some query entities. Comparing
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Conclusions

•We propose EvidenceMiner, a method for high-quality 
textual evidence retrieval without human-annotated training 
examples. 
•We propose to construct a large HIN that leverages 

heterogeneous information from both existing knowledge 
bases and massive unstructured text. 
• Quantitative experiments demonstrate that EvidenceMiner

significantly outperforms baseline methods for unsupervised 
textual evidence retrieval. 
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Outline

• Biomedical Named Entity Recognition with Distant Supervision
• PatNER
• NER in COVID-19 Literature

• Biomedical Open Relation Extraction with Meta-pattern Discovery
• SemPAD

• Textual Evidence Mining
• EvidenceMiner
• Evidence Mining in COVID-19 Literature
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Automatic Textual Evidence Mining in COVID-19 
Literature

• EvidenceMiner: 
https://evidenceminer.firebaseapp.co
m/

• Textual evidence mining in scientific 
literature benefits downstream tasks 
such as hypothesis generation and 
finding validation. 

• EvidenceMiner requires no human 
annotation and achieves better 
performance for automatic textual 
evidence discovery.
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User Query

User

Text Evidence Retrieval

Annotation Result Visualization

Entity/Relation Summarization

Corpora Knowledge Bases

Algorithm Pool

Meta-pattern Discovery: 
MetaPAD, TruePIE, CPIE, WWPIE

Storage
Metadata Pattern 

Index
Full-text

Index

Distantly-supervised NER: 
AutoNER, AutoBioNER, PeNNER

EvidenceMiner

https://evidenceminer.firebaseapp.com/


EvidenceMiner with Query: “SARS-COV-2, Amodiaquine”
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EvidenceMiner with Query: “CORONAVIRUS cause DISEASEORSYNDROME”
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Datasets and Systems for Covid-19 Text Mining

• CORD-NER:
• Dataset website: https://xuanwang91.github.io/2020-03-20-cord19-

ner/
• Dataset download: 

https://uofi.box.com/s/k8pw7d5kozzpoum2jwfaqdaey1oij93x
• EvidenceMiner:
• Online demo: https://evidenceminer.com/
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Thank you for your attention! 
Any questions?
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